Histone acetylation level regulates formation of topologically associating
domains in Drosophila
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Recent progress of next-generation sequencing methods for 3D chromatin organization
analysis [2] has unraveled many details of its fine structure. In particular, chromosomes of
higher eukaryotes have been shown to be organized into spatially compact Topologically
Associating Domains (TADs) [1]. Drosophila melanogaster is a popular model organism for
chromatin studies, however, the mechanism of TAD formation in unknown there. Here, we
test the hypothesis that the mechanism of TAD self-assembly is based on the ability of
nucleosomes from inactive chromatin to aggregate, and lack of this ability in acetylated
nucleosomal arrays [3]. We analyzed data of Hi-C and Chip-Seq (with antibodies against pan
acetylated H3 histone) experiments in control D. melanogaster late embryonic (Schneider-2)
cells, as well in HDAC1-depleted cells and in cells treated with histone acetyltransferase
inhibitor curcumin and histone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A. Acetylation level changes
were studies, in association with TAD position and density differences. Inhibition of HDAC1
was found to lead to a relative increase of acetylation level in interTAD regions, and
coordinated changes in TAD structure. Thus, histone acetylation plays a key role in the
mechanism of TAD formation.
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